Popular Brands Appearing Next to Anti-Asian Disinformation

Mar 26, 2021
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on sites spreading Anti-Asian disinformation.

Conspiracy theories include:
- It’s not “white people” attacking Asian Americans, it’s “people of color.”
- There is no surge in “asian hate.”
- “Political correctness” is leading to more crimes than mention of “The Wuhan flu.”
- The shooting in Atlanta was not an asian hate crime.
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:
Surge In Asian Hate Crimes? More Boogeyman Than Fact

Author: Tyler Durden

There has been a lot of discussion about the surge in Asian hate crimes in the U.S. However, upon closer examination, it appears that the narrative is more of a boogeyman than a real issue.

Before the next of kin were even notified in the horrific shootings last week at three Atlanta-area massage parlors, the narrative was established: The fact that six of the eight victims were Asian women provides the proof that a "surge in hate crimes" against Asian Americans has bubbled up in the U.S. in response to the coronavirus pandemic.

[TheCHIVE is NYPD's press conference on Asian hate crimes today.]

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAANW1tbW251b
The Latest Left-Wing Anti-American Lie: ‘Anti-Asian Racism’

The Left lacks decency, wisdom and honesty. Therefore, it offers continuous reporting about anti-Asian racism, most of which so wildly exaggerates the issue as to constitute a lie.

By Dennis Prager    March 23, 2021
Meghan McCain papers over Trump-mimicking ‘Wuhan virus’ references, tossing them in ‘anti-Asian racism’ trash heap

24 Mar, 2021 04:27 / Updated 1 day ago

While both Trump and McCain mocked the oversensitive nature of American complaints and their insistence that the quasi-racist bloviating would lead to harm, there was no evidence that the gunman who shot up three massage parlors in the Atlanta area was motivated by racism. Indeed, he had insisted he killed the women due to sex addiction. However, that

https://adsettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3a/GEAAAU3WItW/25tBoWwZwEZrMjQoKxbbnVsbCwiaHR6cHM6Ly9mb3Jtby8yZjUvZTExMDI4NjM1NTczVCxcGFEzZWFlL2luZG93
Even though it is black individuals who are overwhelmingly perpetrating the rash of anti-Asian violence, these leftists still blame “white supremacy” because their cult’s dogma takes precedence over logic, reason, rationality and objective truth.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afOEAAAHM47ybW251bGwsWzEsUjFDX6xbbnJ42bCwiaHR0cHM6Ly9mnb29nbGVhZHMuZy6sXVJiay8uXQwcOFnZWFw
President Trump’s Deputy National Security Advisor: Wuhan Lab is “Most Likely” Source of Chinese Coronavirus

Richard Moorhead
Jan 3, 2021

When Will You Retire?

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAXGW1tbW25lb0wsWzfsMTBdLGS1b0wsbnVsbCxdWxxLFSiMzk2zf1dLFUdWxxLCjodHRwczovL2dvb2dsZWFkcy5nlmRvdWJieZWNp...
After Atlanta, Left Claims To Care About Asian-Americans While Systemically Discriminating Against Them In Schools

While the left virtue-signals about Asian discrimination, it has categorically discriminated against Asian Americans for decades through affirmative action policies.

Last Tuesday, eight people were murdered in three Atlanta-area spas, and six of the victims were Asian females. Although authorities say it is premature to determine a racial motive and the current evidence indicates the 21-year-old white male perpetrator was motivated by sexual addiction, legacy media immediately took to speculating about a racial motivation.

The New York Times acknowledged “it was not clear whether there was a racial motivation” then took to describing Asian-American hate incidents, citing the organization Stop AAPI Hate funded by the Asian Pacific Planning and Policy Council, Chinese for Affirmative Action, and the Asian American Studies...
Dear woke Asians: Stop blaming whitey

Michelle Malkin 'pops the delusional bubble' of the left

By Michelle Malkin

Published February 23, 2021 at 3:46pm

Pssst. Can I have your attention, please? I’m going to share a little secret that liberal "people of color" and their public relations agents in the media don’t want you to know.

The recent crime wave against Asians in America's big cities is not the fault of Donald Trump, MAGA activists, conservative talk radio or white people. It's the fault of the perpetrators and the perpetrators alone – most of whom happen to be thugs "of color."

https://adc.click.g.doubleclick.net/actl?sa=L&aie=cXnuTB-tDYOpsA96Y_g7q6yKBpL...
America was ROARING until the Chinese unleashed the COVID weapon on the world.

Yes, I said WEAPON. I believe it was a biological weapon being developed by the COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA that either prematurely escaped their sinister laboratories or was intentionally spread.
Does the Media Really Know the Atlanta Shooter’s Motive Better Than He Does?

BY TYLER O’NEIL MAR 20, 2021 8:33 PM ET
Some evidence may come to light revealing racist motives on Long's part, but the weight of the evidence leans in the opposite direction of the Left's narrative. Sullivan noted that Korean media circulated a rumor that Long conveniently cried, "I want to kill all Asians!" before the shootings, but no source has confirmed this rumor.

Yet none of this seemed to matter to the Democrats, leftist commentators, or the legacy media. Rep. Cori Bush (D-Mo.) tweeted, "We mourn those killed last night in Atlanta with you. We will dismantle white supremacy with you." Rep. Jamaal Bowman (D-N.Y.) shared a video of the police reporting Long's confession, and added, "too many police in our country are more concerned with protecting white supremacy than serving the communities that pay their salaries."

Nikole Hannah-Jones, the founder of The 1619 Project, declared, "Last night's shooting and the appalling rise in anti-Asian violence stem from a sick society where nationalism has been stoked and normalized." Ibram X. Kendi, a leading author in the "anti-racist" movement, tweeted, "Locking arms with Asian Americans facing this lethal wave of anti-Asian terror. Their struggle is my struggle. Our struggle is against racism and White Supremacist domestic terror."
Does the Media Really Know the Atlanta Shooter's Motive Better Than He Does?

BY TYLER O'NEIL MAR 20, 2021 8:33 PM ET

The ultimate verdict remains out, but most of the evidence weighs against the leftist narrative, as Andrew Sullivan noted.

“We only have one solid piece of information as to motive, which is the confession by the mass killer to law enforcement: that he was a religious fundamentalist who was determined to live up to chastity and repeatedly failed, as is often the case,” Sullivan wrote.

Biden Calls for ‘COVID-19 Hate Crimes Act’ After Atlanta Shooting, But There’s Just One Problem

Long’s confession is not definitive, but various pieces of evidence back it up. The New York Times reported that Long’s friends and family confirmed his narrative. The Washington Post cited evidence of Long’s “religious mania” and sexual compulsion. The suspect reportedly frequented at least two of the massage parlors he attacked. His former roommates said Long chose the parlors because he thought they were safer than other ways to get easy sex. The Times even confirmed that Long had gone to rehab for sexual impulses and that he next planned to target “a business tied to the pornography industry.”

Long didn't just kill Asian women — two of his other victims were white, a man and a woman. He also injured a Latino.

None of this adds up to anti-Asian sentiment and none of it directly connects to the COVID-19 pandemic. It seems Long targeted the parlors because he had previously gone there for sex. If he had associated Asian Americans with COVID-19, why would he have exposed himself to the virus by having sex with Asian women at massage parlors?
Conspiracy Theory: Why the Media is Suddenly Obsessed with ‘Hate Crimes’ Against Asian People

March 21, 2021 by IWB

The theory:

The Chinese Communist Party has instructed the media to turn ‘hate crimes’ against Asian people into a major issue.

Why? If criticizing Asian people incites violence, then the end result is to create an atmosphere where criticizing the Chinese Communist Party is considered inciting violence against Asian people.
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